A concept-based introduction to paratransit is provided in this instructional module for undergraduate and graduate transportation-related courses for disciplines such as engineering, business, marketing, and technology. The concept of paratransit generally refers to modes of transportation other than mass transit and solo-driven automobiles. The characteristics and applications of various paratransit modes are examined. A systematic approach for paratransit planning is presented along with problems and issues associated with the design and implementation of paratransit systems. Additional topics include: factors associated with rural transportation systems and the potential of designing paratransit for rural areas; the concept of market segmentation analysis; measures of existing service efficiency; how simple efficiency indicators are calculated; how needs and services are compared to determine areas of unmet needs; the process of system design; financing and marketing paratransit operations; management tasks associated with paratransit; and the use of brokerage in paratransit management. Case histories, examples, and an eight-page bibliography are included. (SW)
This module is intended to provide a broad, concept-based introduction to the topic of paratransit for use in both undergraduate and graduate transportation-related courses. The material is designed to be useful in many disciplines including engineering, business, marketing, and technology.

The concept of paratransit generally refers to modes of transportation other than mass transit and solo-driven automobiles. This module examines the characteristics of various paratransit modes and the various applications of these modes according to their characteristics. A systematic approach for paratransit planning is presented along with problems and issues associated with the design and implementation of paratransit systems. Key ideas are illustrated by the use of case histories and examples where possible.
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PROFESSOR'S INTRODUCTION

Project Purpose
Since the founding of the Service and Methods Demonstration Program (SMD) in 1974, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) has been intimately involved in the development and diffusion of innovations related to mass transportation. After a decade of experiments and demonstrations, valuable insights and techniques have emerged.

However, students graduating with transportation degrees are often unaware of much of the information which UMTA has developed. These modules were designed to introduce future transportation professionals and people with related interests to five areas where new ideas have proven important in the planning and management of public transportation systems. The topics are:

- Market Segmentation Planning;
- Paratransit;
- Transportation Brokerage;
- Rural Public Transportation; and
- Public Transportation Pricing.

The topics are defined at the end of this introduction and discussed in the General Introduction.
Description of the Modules

These modules are intended to provide a broad, concept-based introduction to each of the five topics for use in both undergraduate and graduate transportation-related courses. The material is designed to be useful in many disciplines, including engineering, business, planning, marketing, public administration, and technology.

One of the major findings of our phone interview in February 1983 was that professors want curriculum packages to be flexible. These modules were designed to be taught for one to three classroom hours. The module text may be used in a number of ways including uses as:

- Lecture notes;
- Student homework readings;
- Overhead transparencies from illustrations; and
- In-class reading and discussion.

All graphic materials labeled as illustrations are designed to be used as overhead projections while graphic materials labeled figures are designed for photocopying.

Professors should feel free to use these materials to supplement regular course design and materials in any way they wish. However, we have placed asterisks in the Table of Contents after sections which we suggest you concentrate on if you only have one hour to teach the module topic. At
the end of each of the three sections of the module, there are Student Review Questions based on the preceding material.

The topics of the five modules have a significant content overlap which is reflected in the module texts themselves. Therefore, some module sections are virtually repeated from one module to another. Professors utilizing more than one of the modules should make allowances for this in planning their presentations.

Persons wishing more detailed and in-depth information on particular topics should refer to the list of references at the end of each module. Sources published by UMTA may be located through the UMTRIS computer database on the DIALOG system or from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). It may also be possible to obtain recent UMTA Technical Reports and a current bibliography from U.S. DOT/TSC, Service Assessment Division (DTS-64), Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02142.

Module Topic Definitions
Market Segmentation

Market Segmentation is a transportation planning approach which involves identifying groups in a market that are "homogeneous with respect to important criteria that influence their travel choices" (Nelson, TRR 823, p. 8).
This approach is associated with integrated mobility-based transportation planning and allows the consideration of a variety of solutions to individual travel needs and markets.

Paratransit

Paratransit refers to modes of passenger transportation which are on a continuum between the private automobile and conventional transit. They are usually available to the general public and able to operate over the street and highway system (Kirby, 1974, pp. 1, 9). Paratransit generally refers to modes such as dial-a-ride, shared-ride taxi, jitneys, vanpools, and so on.

Transportation Brokerage

The transportation broker identifies the transportation needs and demands of various market segments and then matches these needs with available transportation resources. The broker also may resolve barriers to innovative transportation arrangements and implement those arrangements through contracts with social service agencies, employers and private operators. Brokerage is a concept which highlights many of the roles a transportation manager can undertake to provide mobility comprehensively and cost-effectively.
Rural Public Transportation

Rural public transportation involves systems in rural and small urban areas with populations under 50,000 people. Public transportation services in rural areas have often been provided solely by social service agencies serving their clients. New federal programs have facilitated the development of rural systems open to the public but strong local involvement and creativity are needed to create and support such services.

Public Transportation Pricing

Public transportation pricing systems are composed of fare structures and fare collection mechanisms. They are based on consideration of the system users, politics, funding sources, system costs, and system service characteristics. Planning pricing systems involves the balancing of many complex demands. Higher fares often lead to increased revenue generation but they can decrease ridership thereby lowering the social benefits of transit service. Complicated fare systems can promote equity among riders but they can make fares difficult to collect efficiently.
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Historically, mass transportation in the United States was almost always provided by private, profit-seeking enterprises. The public's interest was usually protected through regulation by a public utility commission. Such commissions controlled entry into the transit business, fares, and the types of service offered.

As the number of automobiles and the quality of roads increased, mass transit ridership suffered a major decline. At the end of World War II, 37% of commuters were riding to work on public transit. By 1979, this figure had fallen to 6%; and there was an automobile for every two Americans. An expanding economy permitted many urban residents to purchase cars and suburban houses.

Mass transportation did not adapt to these changes, and private enterprise gradually withdrew from providing such services. The federal government began to provide financial assistance for transit systems which permitted local governments to take control of them. In the 1960s, the federal government initiated operating subsidies to help curb deficits.

As federal assistance for transportation systems grew, it became evident that the government was spending
increasing sums of money to support transportation systems which were not adjusting to changing conditions. Research into alternative methods of providing public mobility was a necessity. In 1964 Congress created the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) to "research, develop, and demonstrate projects in urban mass transportation."

In 1974 UMTA created the Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) Program to promote the development and widespread adoption of innovative transit services and transportation management techniques. Some of the areas in which UMTA has facilitated major changes are bus and rail equipment design, automation, paratransit, brokerage, integrated planning, and other management innovations.

These modules were designed to introduce students of transportation to information on five topics: market segmentation planning, paratransit, transportation brokerage, rural public transportation, and public transportation pricing. The information in the modules is based on the results of numerous UMTA-funded demonstration and research projects related to these topics. The five topics are introduced on the following pages.
New Directions
Market Segmentation

Public transportation today involves a variety of transportation modes with varying costs and characteristics. A transportation planner must have new planning tools to cope with the complex array of possible systems.

Instead of focusing on transportation systems, the planner should begin by studying the actual mobility needs of the people to be served. Needs-based transportation planning is the only way to ensure services that are fully used and cost-effective. New or modified services which meet the needs of certain groups must then be marketed to inform people of the service's benefits for them.

There are four basic steps to the Market Segmentation planning approach:
1. Market Segmentation Analysis
2. Assessment of Existing Services
3. Analysis of Unmet Needs
4. Targeted Design

Paratransit

Paratransit refers to any public transportation mode which falls on the continuum between the large fixed-route systems (bus, train, etc.) and the private automobile. This includes demand-responsive modes such as Dial-A-Ride and ridesharing modes such as vanpools. Paratransit
systems are designed to be flexible, cost-effective, and targeted to specific needs, but they cannot move large numbers of people on a single route as cheaply as mass transit systems.

Paratransit is being used to serve commuters, the handicapped, the elderly, and others. It works well in low-density or special needs situations where conventional mass transit would be too expensive. Paratransit also can work well as a feeder service for a conventional system.

Brokerage

Suppose a city decides to provide its elderly with a partially subsidized door-to-door service. It would be very expensive to buy cars, maintain them, hire drivers, and so on. It is cheaper to contract with local taxi companies who already have facilities and a workforce. The taxi company provides the service, the elderly give the drivers tickets (provided by the broker) good for part of each fare, and the city buys the tickets back from the taxi company.

In such a case, the transportation planner acts as a broker who matches transportation needs with available services. Rather than operating as a carrier, the transportation broker is primarily concerned with increasing people's mobility with equitable and cost-effective services.
Brokerage is useful in many areas of transportation management, particularly in the provision of flexible, low-cost paratransit services. The concept of brokerage highlights the new types of roles transportation managers can undertake in today's complex operating environments.

Rural Public Transportation

Rural areas are characterized by sparse populations, often difficult road conditions, and limited resources, yet people in rural areas need mobility for access to jobs, shopping and health care. Most rural people either own autos or rely on informal networks based on them. Public transportation in rural areas has usually been provided solely by social service agencies serving their clients. Federal funding has facilitated the development of systems open to the public but strong local involvement and creativity are needed to create and support such services.

Rural systems have employed many innovations including all types of cooperative arrangements, extensive use of volunteers, and experiments with non-traditional vehicles such as school buses and postal vehicles. Rural public transportation fills pressing needs but due to the difficulties of arranging and financing it, strong local support and creativity are essential.
Public Transportation Pricing

Public transportation pricing systems are composed of fare structures and fare collection mechanisms. Fare structures deal with how much system riders pay to use the service while collection mechanisms range from simple cash fares to complex postpayment and user-subsidy ticket systems.

Planning the pricing of a public transportation service is an integral part of planning the overall transportation system. Fares and collection methods are based on factors such as who the system users are, political considerations, sources of funding, costs of the system, and system service characteristics. Planning pricing systems involves the balancing of many complex demands.

Higher fares often lead to increased revenue generation but they can decrease ridership thereby lowering the social benefits of transit service. Complicated fare systems can promote equity among riders by permitting, for example, discounts for the elderly. However, too many complications can make fares difficult for bus drivers to collect efficiently.
INTRODUCTION TO PARATRANSIT

The purposes of this section are:

- To familiarize students with the concept of paratransit and the role it plays in providing alternative means of transportation.

- To describe the primary characteristics of paratransit modes.

What is Paratransit

Paratransit is an approach to transportation which utilizes a variety of vehicles other than the solo-driven private automobile and fixed route public systems. Paratransit operations generally focus on specific purpose trips, such as commuting to and from work, and are designed to meet individual travel needs, such as door-to-door service for elderly and handicapped.

The purpose of paratransit services is to provide increased mobility for people who represent specific needs or markets through the provision of targeted, flexible, and cost-effective services.
Characteristics of Paratransit Operations

The list below defines the basic characteristics of a paratransit system in operation. Following this list, each characteristic is discussed in more detail.

- It utilizes vehicles on a continuum between the solo driver's private auto and conventional fixed-route means.
- It travels over existing highways and streets.
- It is flexible and distinct from conventional transit.
- It serves "trip demand."
- It can be managed and operated by public or private interests.

Paratransit is a System of Transportation Utilizing Vehicles or a Continuum Between the Solo-Driven Private Auto and Conventional Fixed-Route Systems.
Paratransit has always existed within transportation networks; taxi service is the most obvious modern example. The function of taxi service is to carry people either to an exact destination or to a fixed system pick-up place from which they can be carried to their destination. Similarly, taxis on call at a train terminal carry people from fixed system stations to exact destinations.

Within the last decade, the "personalized service" and "responsiveness to demand" elements or paratransit have been recognized for potential beyond these traditional roles. With some modifications, cars and vans can be made to serve the transportation handicapped, whose needs to travel on a daily basis are no less than those of the non-handicapped, but which often cannot be met by conventional systems. Even modification to conventional systems (i.e., bus ramps and lifts) do not help those who are unable to get to a bus stop because of prohibitive geography, long distances from fixed route stops, or severe handicaps.

In addition to meeting specific needs with a variety of modes, paratransit operations have been recognized to contribute to the reduction of traffic congestion, gasoline consumption, auto pollution, and the need to meet transportation demands with only two options: more large public systems and more roads.
The need for paratransit services in America was formalized by the adoption of a federal mandate in the mid-1970s, which directed all major urban transit planners to assess and formulate ridesharing and other low cost strategies for their respective cities and regions. Transportation System Management (TSM) is the name given to this federal mandate. TSM set up funds for the establishment of ridesharing and other paratransit services to meet local needs with cost-effective, flexible options.

Paratransit Travels Over Existing Highways and Streets

The construction of new roads requires large outlays of capital and irreversible land use with no guarantee that transportation conditions will improve. With all the road building of the past twenty years, it is estimated that fifty percent of America's highways are overused ninety percent of the time.

The era of massive road construction has ended. This leaves transit planners with the job of making more efficient use of the resources that exist. The potential of a paratransit operation to reduce the number of vehicles using existing roads makes it an important means for helping to manage areas of congested traffic flow.
Paratransit is Flexible and Distinct from Conventional Transit

By redefining "conventional transit" as fixed route bus and rail systems, paratransit operations can be viewed as those in which vehicles move more freely to and from diverse locations at varied times. This is an important distinction because it provides a means by which people in such locations can be linked, when needed, to existing conventional systems as well as to exact destinations. Paratransit can also provide a direct and personalized service to non-drivers and to those who do not own cars. Some specific applications of paratransit are shown in Illustration 1.

Paratransit Serves Trip Demand

Another unique and useful characteristic of paratransit is that it can respond immediately and in a variety of ways to surges and drops in demand. These can be met by increasing or decreasing the number of vehicles and/or by varying the vehicles according to their individual carrying capacities.
Illustration 1. Applications of Paratransit.
The field of paratransit operation has opened new opportunities for both the public and private sectors. Taxi companies, as such, have always been engaged in private carrier paratransit. Now, however, they are being contracted through local government offices to serve special-needs portions of local populations, particularly the elderly and the handicapped.

Private taxi and van operators have the facilities, the versatile investment base, and the management expertise to efficiently implement such specialized demand-responsive services. Federal and state user-side travel subsidies also help to provide the means for elderly and handicapped people to meet their unique travel needs. These subsidies are based on discounted scrip which can be used for private demand-responsive systems.

In addition to providing direct services, both public and private agencies are now engaged in coordination of ridesharing systems. Under the TSM directive, local governments must attempt to reduce the number of cars that use commuter routes each day, particularly during peak hours. Part of the solution to such reductions is the encouragement and organization of ridesharing programs:
carpools, vanpools, subscription buses, etc. The implementation of the these programs can be handled by local government agencies or contracted out to private consulting groups.

History of Paratransit

Paratransit is the oldest form of transportation and it still represents the dominant transportation means for a majority of the people in the world. When the villagers in Zaire ride the produce truck from the market to the city they consider it a paid-for ride but we would classify it as a form of paratransit. Similarly, the small pickup trucks outfitted with benches to serve as minibuses in Kenya are technically jitneys, a form of paratransit.

The rediscovery of paratransit options in the United States dates from the efforts of UMTA in the 1970s to investigate and demonstrate cost-effective means of meeting specific public transportation needs which could not be met solely by providing larger fixed-route systems due to economic, logistic, and political reasons.

UMTA's early demonstrations included the promotion of and implementation of vanpools, the establishment of dial-a-ride services for the elderly and handicapped, and the integration of specialized agency transportation services. Not all demonstrations succeeded and many are no
longer in service. However, the demonstrations also provided knowledge about successful services and critical factors in their design and implementation. The results also showed that paratransit represents an exciting group of options which can and should be considered by all who provide public transportation services.

The early 1980s have seen a flowering of paratransit operations. It is hard to find a major city without car and vanpool promotions, and the use of coordinated demand-responsive services to meet specific needs is widespread. Paratransit operations currently utilize a variety of modes, primarily ridesharing, vanpooling, demand-responsive, and jitney. These will be discussed in the next section. These modal options employ many types of vehicles including cars, vans, taxis, minibuses, and buses.

**Transportation Brokerage**

Transportation brokerage is another innovation in public transportation management. Brokers serve as specialists in "people mobility" and operate in the free market to facilitate the matching of needs and services in a locale. Rather than operating as a carrier, the transportation broker is primarily concerned with arranging for the provision of services targeted to specific needs.
Suppose a city decides to provide its elderly with a partially subsidized door-to-door service. It would be very expensive to buy cars, buy and operate maintenance facilities, hire drivers, and so on. Yet local taxi companies have already invested the capital in developing these functions. It is cheaper and more rational for the city to contract with local taxi operators to provide the service. The taxi company provides individual trips, the elderly give the drivers tickets (provided by the broker) for part of the cost of each trip, and the city buys the tickets back from the taxi company.

In this case the transportation planner is acting as a broker. Similarly, brokers can visit large local employers and promote the formation of employer-sponsored vanpools. In this way a valuable transportation service can be provided to commuters with little cost to the transit agency. The employer gains lower parking costs and improved regularity of worker arrivals.

Summary

Paratransit is an exciting concept. Its uses can recombine existing resources in creative ways to meet mobility, environmental, fiscal, and social requirements. Because it is directed toward specific services, planning for paratransit provides new insights into the mobility needs and markets of local people. Increasing experience with paratransit should help in meeting those needs.
TRANSIT AND PARATRANSIT MODES

The purposes of this section are:

- To differentiate between demand-responsive and fixed-route transit systems.
- To describe the characteristics of the various modes used in providing these two types of service.

There are four primary modal types which exist as options for transportation planners. They are: 1) demand-responsive, 2) fixed-route, 3) jitney, and 4) ridesharing. This section will describe the basic characteristics of each. It will also discuss some unique advantages and applications of each of these modal types.

The remainder of the module will refer to these modes and their relationships with each other and with the overall transportation network of cities and regions.

Demand-Responsive Transportation Service

Demand-responsive transportation services (DRT) are tailored to meet individual service needs and generally
provide door-to-door service. Included in this category are taxi services (both single passenger and shared-ride service) and dial-a-ride systems. Illustration 2 shows the complex communication patterns of DRT systems.

DRT systems generally provide service between any origin and destination point but can also connect any point of origin to designated destinations, such as shopping centers or universities. Similarly, a DRT system can serve as a feeder service to another transportation system, such as bus or rail service.

DRT services generally are requested by telephone; are provided in small vehicles, such as cars, station wagons, vans, and small buses; and are often provided on a shared ride basis. Rides are provided either immediately upon request or by advance reservation. Because of their schedule flexibility and door-to-door service, DRT systems are well suited to meet the mobility needs of handicapped and elderly people, and those without access to a car. Because of their flexibility and individualized nature, DRT systems are also attractive to car drivers who are looking for an alternative.

For example, a DRT feeder service, which connects with a bus system, can effectively serve the commuting needs of people who live in outlying suburbs and work in a central business district (CBD). Both the Tidewater Regional Transit Authority in Norfolk, Virginia, and Peninsula
Illustration 2. Communication Pattern for Demand-Responsive System.
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- Ride Verification
Transportation District Commission serving Hampton-Newport News, Virginia, provide such feeder service through contracts with private taxi operators.

DRT service is commonly provided by private operators such as taxi companies. However, publicly-operated DRT services, known as dial-a-ride systems, now operate in some communities to meet general and/or special transportation needs. However, privately operated systems seem to be replacing these. Agencies sponsoring DRT systems include city and county governments, regional transit authorities, and social service and health care agencies.

- DRT services are particularly suited to low-density areas where bus service is uneconomical.
- They are a cost-efficient means of transportation for short trips, and for off-peak service hours where demand for travel is lighter and more diffuse.
- They can effectively substitute for fixed-route, fixed-schedule bus service in the evenings and on weekends. When used as a feeder system, DRT services effectively complement bus service.
- Small service areas---6 square miles or less---often are served most practically by DRT systems.
- DRT services provide a way to make public transportation services available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
**Fixed-Route Service**

This category is comprised of conventional fixed-route, fixed-schedule bus and rail services. In contrast to the flexible, individualized nature of DRT services, fixed-route services are designed to provide the same service to all people for all types of trips. It is the most common form of public transit service, and is best suited for carrying large volumes of people along densely-developed corridors. A strong central business district or other primary center of activity--such as a university, centralized shopping, commercial, industrial, or health care center--is an essential focus for this type of service.

The prime advantage of traditional bus service is its capability to carry more people at a lower cost per trip; however, generating a sufficiently high volume of ridership can be a critical problem. The two groups who most commonly use this service are commuters and transit-dependent people - those without access to a car when they need or wish to travel. Since the service is not door-to-door, it is not the most effective way to meet the mobility needs of many of the physically disabled or of many of the elderly.
**Jitney Service**

Jitneys are small capacity vehicles--mini-buses, vans, station wagons--that operate on a variable schedule along fixed routes. They stop either at designated locations along a route or at any point when hailed. Although jitneys travel along a fixed route, they can deviate in order to bring passengers closer to their destinations.

Jitneys were a popular form of public transportation in the USA in the early 1900s, but by the mid-1920s had been banned in most cities because of their competition with trolley car service. They are still a fixture in developing countries even in places like Bangkok, Thailand where they compete directly with public bus services. They are, however, re-emerging in Atlantic City, New Jersey; San Francisco, Anaheim, and San Diego, California; Indianapolis, Indiana; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Chicago, Illinois; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Miami, Florida. Jitneys also hold promise for use in small cities.

Jitney operators are generally individual entrepreneurs or taxi operators. Because they operate small vehicles and can deviate off a route, the service they offer is often faster, more convenient, and more attractive than that of a large capacity bus. Also, because of their size and more flexible mode of operation, jitneys can often operate at a profit on low ridership routes where bus service is uneconomical. In addition, they can substitute
for or complement bus service in low-density areas or during low-demand, off-peak periods in higher density areas. Since jitneys can offer a variety of services at low fares--usually as low as bus fares--they could provide affordable services for many groups, including low-income individuals.

Ridesharing

Carpools, vanpools, and subscription bus operations represent various forms of ridesharing arrangements, which primarily are formed for commuter rush hour trips. They can be adapted, however, to meet the travel needs of the elderly and physically handicapped, or to provide access to jobs in suburban areas for low-income, inner-city residents. Ridesharing and pooling arrangements are an important element in paratransit planning as they represent low-cost, quick-result actions which go a long way in meeting commuter travel needs while reducing the number of single passenger cars on the main travel corridors.

The ridesharing concept is simple: people with similar origins and destinations agree in advance to ride together on a regular basis. The service is tailored to meet the specific needs of each group. Members of a pool agree upon the schedule, route, amount and method of payment, origins and destinations, who will drive, and what
vehicle will be used. The advantages of a pool over conventional bus service include door-to-door service, faster and more direct service, few stops, and an assured seat.

Ridesharing has grown increasingly attractive to more and more commuters in the last several years as the costs of cars, gasoline, maintenance, and insurance have skyrocketed. Many pools are formed at the initiative of individuals who live in the same neighborhood and work in the same office, building, or general area. Increasingly, however, employers, private community groups, regional transit authorities, and government agencies are sponsoring ridesharing programs. In addition to employers and local agencies acting as the third party, transportation brokers can also serve to facilitate pooling operations.

A graphic summary of transit and paratransit modes is included as Illustrations 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, and 3e.

Summary
The four major transit and paratransit modes are demand-responsive, ridesharing, fixed-route/fixed schedule, and jitneys. Each had unique uses, characteristics, and advantages. The transportation professional must utilize modal options in the most effective combinations to meet local travel needs and markets.
Illustration 3a. Transit and Paratransit Modes.

MODES

DEMAND RESPONSIVE

FIXED ROUTE SERVICE

JITNEY SERVICE

RIDESHARING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODE</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEMAND RESPONSIVE</td>
<td>MEETS INDIVIDUAL SERVICE NEEDS</td>
<td>TAXI SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE</td>
<td>DIAL-A-RIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SERVICE TO ELDERLY &amp; HANDICAPPED</td>
<td>SPECIAL PURPOSE VANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td>EXAMPLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIXED ROUTE SERVICE</td>
<td>MOVES LARGE VOLUMES OF PEOPLE</td>
<td>BUSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIXED ROUTE &amp; SCHEDULE</td>
<td>LIGHT RAIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HEAVY RAIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td>EXAMPLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>VARIABLE SCHEDULE</td>
<td>MINI BUSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>FIXED ROUTES</td>
<td>STATION WAGONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERSONAL STOPS</td>
<td>VANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALONG ROUTE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Illustration 3e. Transit and Paratransit Modes (cont'd).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODE</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESHARING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMUTER ORIENTATION</td>
<td>CARPOOLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOW COST/QUICK RESULTS</td>
<td>VANPOOLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THIRD PARTY SPONSORS</td>
<td>SUBSCRIPTION BUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purposes of this section are:

- To describe the factors uniquely associated with rural transportation systems.
- To illustrate the potential of designing paratransit for rural areas.

The feasibility of a transit system is primarily dependent on its ridership and efficiency of operation. Because of low population densities, often rough terrain, and high mileage-per-trip ratios in rural areas, the feasibility of rural transit systems often problematic.

The incentives which attract riders who own cars to use buses in large urban areas generally are not operative in small urban communities. Traffic congestion, parking availability and cost are usually not critical problems in small communities. Unless a bus system offers extensive routes, frequent scheduling, and minimal needs for transfers, a trip can usually be made more quickly and easily in a car, if one is available. These factors make regular bus service difficult and expensive to sustain in rural areas and small towns.
However, major needs for public transportation services in rural areas do exist. It is estimated that the rural population comprises 25% of the nation's total, and that it accounts for 40% of the total person-miles travelled. Auto travel is virtually the only means by which people living in rural areas can reach places of employment, shopping centers, and medical services. Increases in fuel, auto, and road maintenance costs have placed an especially heavy burden on rural populations since federal and state assistance is generally directed toward more heavily populated regions.

Furthermore, approximately half of the rural elderly do not own automobiles. This group is conspicuously dependent on outside help for their transportation needs. These needs are generally met by friends and relatives. The lack of ability to come and go when needed can be a troublesome condition to elderly. A similar situation exists for handicapped people and non-drivers in rural areas. Both of these groups find it especially difficult to obtain regular and dependable transportation to places of employment as well as to shopping and medical centers.
Where do Solutions Lie?

In urban areas a variety of transit operations - public, private and specialized services - generally exist. Because of sufficiently high population densities and short trip distances, such services can operate economically. Rural areas, however, are often served by only a single taxi company or even a single taxi. The cost to individuals, particularly the elderly, of having a private taxi drive many miles each time a travel need arises is restrictive. What, then, is the answer?

Little historical information exists on solutions to rural transportation problems. As late as 1978, less than 1% of all federal transportation research went into rural projects, yet the rural population makes up one-quarter of the nation. The lack of existing public services in non-urban areas limits the availability of data. Since 1978, however, a number of rural studies and demonstrations have been conducted. They have concluded that needs and markets for public transportation services do exist in rural areas.

Demonstrations have shown that successful and cost-effective rural transportation systems can be designed and implemented. Most are formed initially by local people to meet specific needs and they depend heavily on strong local volunteer effort, community support, and local fundraising. Many of these originally small projects have grown as a
result of federal support and have expanded to nearby areas where services are needed. The following case study summary illustrates the potential for rural systems in overcoming the obvious problems discussed above.

The Stagecoach project of Bethel, Vermont, was initiated in 1976 by a non-profit community organization called Faith, Hope, and Charity, Inc. The system serviced an area of 800 square miles with a target population of 22,000. The population density was 28 people per square mile. Some of the major initial barriers to this system were severe cash flow problems, high insurance rates, and uncertain sources of funds.

It began as a one-vehicle fixed-route operation. The system has since expanded to 8 vehicles, providing six different types of service:

- fixed-route/fixed-schedule;
- demand-responsive through contracts with social service agencies;
- school charter and handicapped services;
- charter service for local groups;
- commuter subscription service; and
- freight delivery.

Ridership in 1982 was over 140 per day; the annual per capita ridership of people in the service area was approximately 1.6. Stagecoach has grown quite rapidly,
with recent expansion aided by receipt of a DOT Section 18 grant. With the expansion this system which had originated as a small agency-based service grew into its own regional transportation provider. The expansion, however, was only possible with an increase in local volunteer dispatchers and wider community participation.

Section 18, created through the Surface Transportation Act of 1978, apportions funds to the states on a formula basis. Each state is responsible for "fair and equitable" disbursement of funds, and up to 15% of its share can be reserved for administrative purposes and for providing technical assistance. Under the terms of the legislation, the Department of Transportation will pay up to 80% of the cost of capital and administrative expenses for the individual projects, and up to 50% of operating costs not covered by farebox revenue.

Through funding from Section 18, the Stagecoach Project was able to expand, and, thus realize increased ridership. However, federal support is not unlimited and may decline in future years. Jim Bautz of UMTA and others believe that future systems must emphasize the efficient utilization of resources, self help, public/private partnerships, and a more market-oriented delivery of public services.

Some directions which may assist rural transportation to meet these challenges include:
• increasing coordination among existing providers where possible;
• increasing the use of existing resources for multiple purposes such as postal buses and school buses for public transportation purposes.
• increasing the use of volunteers for driving and dispatching; and
• creating more information sharing networks among existing transportation providers.

Significant progress has been made since 1978 in meeting rural transportation needs. Much has been learned in areas where local officials, business people, transportation providers, and local citizens have addressed the issues collectively. However, no one has yet claimed an "answer" to the difficult problems involved in meeting rural transportation needs.

Summary
The problems associated with designing systems in rural areas are caused by low population densities, high mileage trips, and scattered activity centers. The lack of public transportation in rural areas is particularly troublesome to elderly and handicapped persons. The potential for designing workable systems may lie in area-wide cooperation, volunteerism, and dedicated hard work.
STUDENT REVIEW AND INVESTIGATION

1. Discuss the concept of paratransit and how it differs from fixed-route transit.

2. Describe the transit and paratransit modes; compare their operational characteristics.

3. Describe how, or if, each of the four major transit and paratransit modes are used in your local area; and discuss possible new uses for each.

4. What are the common problems associated with public transit in rural areas, and how might such problems be compensated for?

5. Visit a paratransit service or an agency sponsoring one and ask the Director about the needs the service meets and how it is paid for. Also discuss the history and possible future of the service. Report to the class.
GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT REVIEW

1. **Paratransit typically**
   a. Meets needs of individuals
   b. Travels from diverse locations to diverse destinations
   c. Usually operates on demand
   d. Carries individuals or small groups of people
   e. Carries fewer people at higher cost per passenger mile
   f. Uses a variety of small vehicles along all roads
   g. Can be operated by private carriers.

2. **Fixed-Route typically**
   a. Meets needs of the general public
   b. Travels from fixed locations to fixed destinations
   c. Operates on fixed schedules
   d. Carries large volumes of people
   e. Carries more people at lower cost per passenger mile
   f. Uses large vehicles along restricted corridors
   g. Typically run by public agencies

2. See Illustration 3.

3. This question is open ended.

4. Problems include: 1) long distances; 2) small ridership; 3) scattered population; and 4) distance between activity centers. There is no simple answer to compensate for these problems. Generally, successful services have been diversified—meeting a variety of needs, community organized, and often aided by volunteers.
PLANNING FOR PARATRANSIT

The purpose of the following section are:

- To introduce students to a basic methodology for planning and designing paratransit systems.
- To provide students with the basic concepts and terminology of planning and design.
- To acquaint students with some of the issues which face transportation planners.

The methodology for planning and designing paratransit presented in this module has been developed from an analysis of federally funded demonstration projects which took place during the 1970s and early 1980s. Perhaps the most significant finding of these demonstrations has been that the success of a paratransit operation depends on how efficiently it meets the individual needs and preferences of potential users. This is especially significant to transportation planners because it requires that they study the people and the transportation infrastructures of their cities or regions. This process is required in order to
gain the data by which new systems or modifications of existing ones can be designed, implemented, and evaluated. The importance of local cultural, geographical, and political influences cannot be overstated.

Unless a system meets certain efficiency and quality standards, it will fail to gain ridership, and simply become another public deficit producer which does little to enhance mobility. Designing a paratransit system, and to a great extent any transit system, should therefore begin with answering these basic questions:

- Who desires and needs service?
- What criteria most influence travel choices?
- What services are desired or needed?
- What means already exist which can be utilized?
- How can new services be implemented?

(See Figure 1.)

A Methodology for Planning Paratransit

The planning process can be broken down into four steps, each of which addresses the questions suggested in the previous paragraph. The steps are: 1) market segmentation analysis, 2) assessment of existing services, 3) analysis of unmet needs, and 4) targeted design. It must be stressed that since the basis of all decisions lies in the context of local environments, the planner must first have a firm understanding of local issues, institutions, and
Figure 1. Planning for Paratransit

**LOCAL ENVIRONMENT**

- Who needs service?
- Where are services needed?
- What services exist?
- Why do people choose a service?
- How can new services be implemented?
people. The illustration that follows outlines the four steps, their relative positions in the overall process, and the primary objectives and activities of each. (See Figure 2.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Segmentation Planning</th>
<th>Objectives:</th>
<th>Activities:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Market Segmentation Analysis | * who needs service  
* what services are needed  
* what criteria most influence travel choice | * research of public records  
* surveys of population samples  
* analysis of existing literature |
| Assessment of Existing Services | * what systems already exist (public and private)  
* how efficiently and effectively are existing systems performing | * analysis of distribution of existing systems  
* analysis of performance factors  
* determination of characteristics of existing systems and rider satisfaction |
| Analysis of Unmet Needs | * geographic service gaps  
* gaps in rider satisfaction  
* which existing systems can be better utilized | * analysis of market segmentation data  
* analysis of assessment data  
* comparison of market segmentation and assessment data |
| Targeted Design and Implementation | * how can existing systems be modified  
* what new systems are needed  
* what are the costs of modifications and new systems  
* what political and financial considerations must be accounted for | * design and costing of existing system modifications  
* design and costing of new systems  
* analysis of local political and financial concerns |
MARKET SEGMENTATION ANALYSIS

The purposes of this section are:

- To describe and illustrate the concept of market segmentation analysis.
- To describe and illustrate techniques for segmenting a population.

Market segmentation is an approach to transportation planning based on the identification and analysis of groups which are similar with respect to criteria that influence their travel choices.

To begin the process of segmenting the general population, it is useful to look at several of the more prevalent types of trips which people regularly make. This can serve as a starting point for understanding people's travel needs according to trip purposes. The business of defining more exact segments and clusters will be the main focus of this section. The following generalizations are intended to orient readers to the concept of grouping. The groups below are organized according to their trip purposes.
Commuting - people travel to and from work regularly along main corridors by means of private vehicles and mass transit systems.

Business and Commerce - people travel throughout the workday over a wide area using private and commercial vehicles and, to some extent, mass transit systems.

Personal Errands - people travel to and from diverse locations for personal matters: health, social services, banking, etc. Such trips are made by means of private auto or public transit if destinations are located conveniently along the fixed routes.

Shopping - travel to some degree to central locations such as malls and downtown shopping districts. This group tends to use private vehicles because of a need to carry what is purchased.

Recreation and Entertainment - people travel to and from diverse locations at diverse times by private auto or public means when destinations are conveniently located to fixed routes.

Schooling - people travel to centrally located schools and universities. They often use public means and travel to and from diverse locations. Except for a peak of activity in the morning, particularly by secondary school students, this group travels throughout the day.
Determination of Needs

Research and population sampling are the primarily tools for analysis and categorizing the transportation needs of cities and regions. Research based on census and other public records reveals population distributions, basic demographics, and activity centers.

Sampling is a technique for surveying portions of a population to learn about the whole. It can determine the travel needs, desires, and preferences of people. Surveys of sample groups are also used to collect information which categorizes people by neighborhood or district, access to automobiles or public transit, and so on.

A useful vehicle for the administration of survey questionnaires is the employer. Worksites are the ideal locations to reach groups economically and effectively. The cooperation of employers is important not only for survey distribution but also for implementation of ride-sharing services. Employers are generally receptive to such paratransit efforts since the success of these services results in a greater level of punctuality and a smaller requirement for parking facilities.

Contact with public agencies and community organizations can provide additional and specific information about individuals and groups, and can also aid in the distribution of survey instruments. Lastly, existing literature on transportation studies, regional problems,
and paratransit demonstration projects can be useful for directing planning strategy.

**Market Profiles**

A market profile is a description of a consumer or service user which indicates relevant needs, preferences, and tendencies of travel mode choice. For the purpose of transportation professionals, profiles should indicate those aspects of travel patterns such as automobile use which are relevant to system planning.

Preliminary groupings of people (commuters, shoppers, students, etc.) can be useful in designing survey instruments and targeting groups for sampling. For example, commuters predictably travel to the same place each day while shoppers often do not. Therefore, questions concerning regularity and times of trips need to be designed for the two groups.

The following illustration is a travel survey aimed at commuters. Note how the information being sought focuses on general commuter characteristics. (See Figure 3.)

After such a survey has been administered to a sufficiently large number of people, and the data analyzed, subgroups (clusters) can be singled-out and studied for possible services. In this case, ridesharing and pooling were pre-designated as a service option for commuters.
Figure 3. Travel Survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Travel Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MY NAME IS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MY HOME ADDRESS IS:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I AM EMPLOYED BY:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MY WORK PHONE # IS:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I NORMALLY WORK THESE DAYS NOT INCLUDING OVERTIME:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I WORK (MARK X):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I USUALLY WORK OVERTIME:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I USE MY OWN CAR FOR JOB RELATED ACTIVITIES:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I USUALLY TRAVEL TO AND FROM WORK BY:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARPOOL IS TWO OR MORE PEOPLE INCLUDING DRIVER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IF YOU ARE IN A CARPOOL OR VANPOOL, HOW MANY PEOPLE INCLUDING YOURSELF ARE IN YOUR POOL:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IN A TYPICAL WEEK, HOW MANY DAYS DO YOU (DRIVE, POOL, BUS) TO GET TO AND FROM WORK:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW MANY VEHICLES (BOTH AUTO AND TRUCK) ARE OWNED OR LEASED BY YOUR HOUSEHOLD:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MY HOME PHONE NUMBER IS:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clusters

Profiles are initially made on individuals who are parts of broad travel groups. The data gathered through surveys, however, indicate common characteristics among groups of these individuals. Clustering the sample population according to such common characteristics gives planners the numerical information necessary to access new services.

The importance of designing the initial survey instrument according to desired ends should be recognized along with other technical aspects of survey and questionnaire construction. The data gained from surveys can only be as good as the information requested.

The following simulation illustrates the sequence of procedures and the progression toward defining market segments and clusters:

A city has a particularly problematic traffic situation stemming from a recently completed office complex. Approximately 4,500 employees have begun working in this complex, many who previously worked in small offices just outside the city and others who are new. Most of these employees have chosen to drive to work since few public services are available to them from outside the city. City planners estimated that more than 3,000 automobiles have been introduced to downtown, complicating traffic and causing severe parking problems.
A survey is conducted to segment the population. The employers agree to assist with administering the questionnaire. It is administered to 1,500 people. The completed questionnaires indicate:

1. Regularity of travel;
2. Time of departure;
3. Work starting time;
4. Point of departure;
5. Work finish time;
6. Method of travel; and
7. Accessible modal options.

(See Figure 4)

Analysis of this data suggests that clusters can be designated by regrouping respondents according to travel characteristics as revealed by the survey. These new groups would then be surveyed again for the purpose of assessing the feasibility of particular paratransit services. The follow-up survey would indicate expected ridership for paratransit options each of which would be designed to meet the time and location criteria of clusters identified in the initial survey.

With such sample survey results, a planner can decide to analyze certain clusters within the market segment. For example, all of the questionnaires of workers arriving between 6:30 and 7:00 AM could be reexamined to see how many shared common departure points. This would indicate
Figure 4. Sample Survey Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regularity of travel</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Times of departure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mon-Fri</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6:30-7:00</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:00-7:30</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7:30-8:00</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00-8:30</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Work starting time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Point of departure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North suburbs</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenville</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Hills</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Greenville</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bordentown</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Work finish time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Method of travel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private auto</td>
<td>1,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public transit</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rideshare</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Available public transit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public rail</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public bus</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the feasibility of particular paratransit services such as a subscription bus or a ridersharing program.

Ridesharing

The coordination of ridesharing programs has been most effectively accomplished through employers or by employers. Several major corporations--Texas Instruments of Dallas, Cenex of St. Paul, and TVA of Knoxville--have included ridesharing coordination as an employee incentive. Such services are generally organized through the collection of application cards. Computerized matching has been particularly effective for the analysis of employer-based ridesharing as the data can be worked into normal employee recordkeeping programs.

With the exception of ridesharing promotion, paratransit services often involve capital costs. Determining the feasibility of these options will be discussed in the following sections.

Summary

The first step in a needs-based planning approach is market segmentation analysis. In this step the transportation planner utilizes quantitative and qualitative data to determine the transportation needs and markets in the service area. Contact with key individuals in the community may lead to later support for proposed solutions.
ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING SERVICES

The purposes of this section are:

- To describe measures of existing service efficiency,
- To show how existing services are assessed in terms of an integrated planning framework, and
- To demonstrate how simple efficiency indicators are calculated.

Information or Existing Systems

Market segmentation analysis locates demand areas and indicates what types of service are desired. This information should then be compared with an assessment of existing systems to determine if the existing systems meet transportation needs and if they need modification. Secondly, the economic performance data of existing systems is used to help evaluate their efficiency and the feasibility of potential new or modified services. (See Illustration 4)

Generally, the performance data of existing systems already exists. Transit planners need to obtain access to system budgets and related financial and service records. Also, since private carriers such as taxi and van services can play a role in paratransit, their operating capacities,
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costs, and regions of operation, when available, should be included in this phase of planning.

Assessment Techniques

Transportation planners and managers need a working knowledge of the diverse, but interrelated, elements which comprise the transit network. Vehicle engineering, economics, legalities, market needs, market potential, and system performance are all components in this decision process. Assessment of services concentrates on system performance measurements and the resultant economics.

Basically, existing services are initially evaluated in terms of two questions:

1. What is the nature of the service being provided?
2. Is this service being provided in a cost-effective manner?

Operational Factors

The nature of existing services can be described in terms of what service is provided when, where, and to whom. Operational factors are those which are determined by management decisions. They include:

- fares,
- times of operation,
- routes or zones of operation,
- accessibility,
headways, communication with users, and safety.

The transportation planner should also attempt to determine who uses the system. It is very important in the planning process to know which market segments use the system and at what times. This information can help in determining unmet needs in the area and in tailoring system characteristics to increase ridership.

System User Assessments

It is important to interview selected users of the system to obtain their opinions of the operational characteristics listed above. Factors such as the level of driver assistance or the availability of route information cannot be analyzed solely on the basis of written service and financial records. The planner should also ride the various services in the system regularly to augment other user assessments.

Assessments by system riders can help to identify both system strengths and problems which decrease ridership. In addition, user assessments are an essential element of market research and are an essential first step in efforts to promote ridership of new and existing services.
Economic Performance Factors

The impact of a system's operational factors is reflected in its ridership and in its economic feasibility. Many measures exist to determine the economic efficiency of a transportation system. Calculating these factors and analyzing the results permits the economic evaluation of systems as they exist and as they could be modified. Some of the most common performance indicators for a particular service are:

- vehicle cost per year,
- operating cost per year,
- ridership,
- cost per vehicle mile, and
- cost per passenger mile.

Computation of Performance Ratios

The following is an illustration of simple computations for basic performance ratios. The numbers are taken from Figure 5 which appears on the next page.

Computation of performance ratios from Figure 5:

Annual vehicle capital cost = $127,870/10 years = $12,787

Operating cost: $26,065
Figure 5: Hypothetical Data on Single Subscription Bus with Part-time Driver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual miles</td>
<td>12,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average speed</td>
<td>25 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor cost/year/vehicle</td>
<td>$10,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel/year/vehicle</td>
<td>$1,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>$5,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>$3,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$5,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees and Licenses</td>
<td>$151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operating Cost (without capital)</td>
<td>$26,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle cost/year</td>
<td>$12,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost</td>
<td>$38,852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average occupancy per trip</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average capacity</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total round trips per year</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected vehicle life</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ride Sharer:

Average passengers per roundtrip multiplied by annual number of trips

\[ 31 \times 250 = 7,750 \text{ passenger roundtrips} \]

Cost per vehicle mile (vehicle miles):
Total cost per year/total miles

\[ \frac{38,852}{12,600} = \$3.08 \]

Cost per passenger mile: (Total cost/year)/(passenger miles/yr)

Passenger miles/year = (avg occupancy)(number of trips)x (total miles/number of trips)
OR
= (avg occupancy)(total miles)
= 31 \times 12,600

Passenger miles/year = 390,600

Cost/passenger mile = (Total cost/year)/(passenger miles/yr)
= \$38,852/390,600
= \$0.0996

The analysis of these results depends on the characteristics of the system studied. A demand-responsive service in wheelchair lift vans will cost more per mile to operate than the subscription bus described above. It is necessary to analyze as many indicators as possible in light of a system's operational characteristics to evaluate its economic efficiency.

In addition to the analysis of specific services, it is important to study the budget of the overall system so that possible inefficiencies can be identified and so that the incremental costs of proposed new or modified services can be estimated. Adding a supplemental service using a new van to a fleet of vans will cost less than adding the same
Van to a fleet of vans will cost less than adding the same service and van to a fleet composed entirely of buses. Some of the affected budget categories would include maintenance, insurance, and administration.

Paratransit and Cross-Modal Benefits

Benefits derived from paratransit services can have favorable effects on other transit systems; these are termed cross-modal benefits. An example of this would be the implementation of a mini-bus feeder line which serves to increase ridership on a fixed rail or bus system and reduces the number of commuter automobiles. Improved economic performance of the fixed-route system and reduced congestion would be the cross-modal benefits.

While considering improvements for existing systems or the introduction of new systems, the probable side effects of these proposed changes need to be examined. The likelihood of resultant cross-modal benefits represent a positive aspect of paratransit which should appear in assessment computations.

Quantitatively estimating cross-modal benefits is difficult. It is a topic which is currently receiving considerable attention. As with other assessment techniques, the survey instrument can play a significant role in obtaining useful data. Given specified proposed
options, questions regarding modal choices can be built into an initial survey questionnaire or can be sought by separate survey instruments.

Summary

The second phase of a market-based transportation planning process is the assessment of existing services. The operational and economic characteristics of existing public and private transportation systems should be analyzed to determine at what cost and in what manner service is being provided in a given area. If a variety of services is being offered it is important to assess their cross-modal impacts.
ANALYSIS OF UNMET NEEDS

The purposes of this section are:

- To show how needs and services are compared to determine areas of unmet needs, and
- To illustrate the types of unmet needs which may be discovered.

Market segmentation analysis categorizes the population into groups according to their needs and preferences, and estimates the sizes of such groups. Assessments of existing services evaluate the ridership, location, operating performance, and economic feasibility of existing systems.

A comparison of the data on market segments and existing services will reveal areas for improvement in the transit network of a given city or region. Unserved needs uncovered by this comparison can be interpreted in a variety of ways depending on the nature of the system, its users, and local priorities.
Forms of Unserved Needs

Service gaps can appear in several forms, among them: specific trip demand, special user groups needs, and unserved geographic areas.

Specific Trip Demand refers to transportation needs which begin and end at specific locations at regular times. Commuter work trips are the most common example of specific trip demand but this category also includes travel by groups of people to any organized activity such as a concert, fair, or sports event. It is often a straightforward process to design services for such specific markets. Often, the type and size of vehicle can be selected according to the characteristics of the specific trip to be provided, and the times and route of travel are predictable.

For example, in one suburb, 45% of the workers were found to be driving alone to the same train station every morning along the same two lane road. If one-quarter of these people would ride a convenient feeder service, then congestion and the cost of travel would be reduced for all of the commuters on that route. In another example, downtown merchants were invited to underwrite a free shuttle bus on game days to a major college football stadium to increase their business. This relieved both parking and congestion problems.
Special user groups are primarily the transportation disadvantaged and the transportation handicapped. They can have needs for specific types of transportation service. People with certain disabilities may need specialized service or the availability of vehicles with special equipment. The key issue is whether different groups of people have access to viable transportation services.

In fact, transit properties are required to make every reasonable effort to provide transportation service to all people in their communities in order to receive federal support. Examples of services which can meet the needs of special user groups include lift-equipped buses, demand-responsive systems such as dial-a-ride, and user-side subsidies provided to certain groups.

The transportation planner must investigate the size, nature, and needs of special user group needs before proposing new or modified services. A simplified description of this process is presented in the example at the end of this section.

Unserved geographic areas should be identifiable from local transit maps and survey data. However, lack of transit service is relative. An elderly person in a neighborhood where she fears street crime may feel that she is unserved if the bus does not stop within 200 yards of her residence while her college age grandson may think little of walking a mile to a bus stop to reach his classes.
Unserved neighborhoods can lie within or outside the boundaries of the public transit network. In many cases, survey data can be used to determine whether there is sufficient ridership to support the extension of an existing fixed-route system, or to support a paratransit option.

**Quality of Service**

Quality of service can be considered an unmet need if, for example, unclean buses discourage potential riders from using public transportation. By improving bus maintenance, ridership could be improved and the system could function more efficiently while meeting more needs. Similarly, low-cost actions such as repainting or new maps may produce measurable ridership and revenue improvements.

Market research such as surveys and interviews can be useful in identifying how aesthetic and other service quality factors are perceived by potential riders. Negative quality factors can be investigated to determine if service quality increases are feasible and cost-effective. Factors that the public views positively can be utilized as part of the system's promotion.
Determining unmet needs requires analysis of market segments and of existing system data. Needs and demands for public transportation service are compared with data on the operational performance of existing services. Planners can then identify unmet needs and evaluate potential new and modified services. Mobility needs can be of several types including specific trip needs, special user needs, and geographic needs. Unmet needs can also take the form of inadequate quality of service on existing systems. Only after unmet needs have been identified can new and modified systems be designed and assessed.
TARGETED DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The purposes of this section are:

- To describe the process of system design and selection in the context of the overall planning.
- To discuss the political implications of system design and implementation.
- To illustrate system design and the process of implementation.

The design and implementation of paratransit services must be done in direct response to specified needs and preferences of potential users. As it has been determined by virtually all demonstration and pilot projects (those that succeeded and those that failed), unless a service meets the individual needs of riders, it will not be used. It should not be assumed, however, that design and implementation of modifications and new systems are simple.

Practical and logistic considerations must be placed beside hard data before solutions can be proposed. Proposed solutions must then be evaluated in light of financial and
Political factors to assess the realistic possibility of implementation. It is necessary for transportation planners to have a working knowledge of related institutions and issues and to understand the impact of their work on the entire community.

(See Figure 6 and Illustration 5)

Factors for Design

Needs-based planning determines modal characteristics for new systems, and the criteria for improving existing systems. Generally, the factors which emerge as most influential in final design are:

- The needs of designated groups;
- The size of individual clusters;
- The location of unserved groups; and
- The economic feasibility and characteristics of modes and vehicles.

Recommendations for system design and modification require consideration of logistic, technical, economic, and social factors. That is to say, final design is a complex process. What follows is a brief summary of the elements of each of these factors.

Logistic - determining an optimum number of vehicles; the best routing patterns; and the combination of modal options to serve the most needs in the best way.

Figure 6. Principal Groups Involved in the Transportation Decision-Making Process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOVERNMENT</th>
<th>CITIZEN GROUPS</th>
<th>BUSINESS COMMUNITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Advisory Boards</td>
<td>Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>Fraternal Organizations</td>
<td>Developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan</td>
<td>Homeowners</td>
<td>Labor Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Merchants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special District</td>
<td>League of Women Voters</td>
<td>Newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Authority</td>
<td>Neighborhood Groups</td>
<td>Taxi Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Department of Transportation</td>
<td>Parent Teacher Associations</td>
<td>Transit Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other State A-95 Agencies</td>
<td>Peace Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Department of Transportation</td>
<td>Religious Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Federal Agencies</td>
<td>School Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Enforcement</td>
<td>Service Clubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Safety Agencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Agencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical - the operating efficiency of individual vehicles; special needs modifications, such as lifts and ramps; required maintenance equipment and training.

Economic - the capital cost of investment; start-up costs; operating costs; expected income from fares; and sources of funding.

Social - what groups will benefit from new services; what is the economic impact of new services; what social and personal needs are to be met.

Factors for Implementation

Since financial resources are generally limited and subject to political influence, planners must organize their analytical results and make recommendations according to:

- What is the range of needs;
- What is the cost of meeting each of these needs;
- What needs should take priority over others; and
- What is the potential for system implementation within the local political context.

Political Factors

Transportation planners and managers work within social and political systems, so proposed changes are not usually easily implemented. Many parties have a stake and an interest in public transportation services. These include
the transit rider, the transit worker, the taxpayer, the downtown employer, the motorist, and so on. All have different interests, perspectives, and methods.

Transit workers are justifiably concerned about their work conditions and financial compensation. Taxpayers are equally justified in their concerns about the benefits they will derive from their tax dollars. Transit riders wish to see transit services which will better meet their individual needs and downtown merchants are interested in attracting shoppers to their stores. Often systems cross jurisdictional boundaries further complicating political decision-making as each jurisdiction is concerned that it receives a reasonable service for its financial contribution.

The actual process of obtaining federal funding for public transportation systems is long and complex as illustrated by Figure 7. As discussed above, potential modified or new systems will be scrutinized by any number of interested parties. The nature of this process makes it mandatory to develop political support for new transportation systems during the initial planning process and not wait for a finished plan before assessing its political feasibility.

Even sympathetic local governments will alter the most carefully researched systems design in order to meet other
Figure 7. Planning Process to Obtain Federal Funding.

- Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
- Citizens Advisory Group & Other Organizations
- Review Function
- Goal & Objectives Formulation
- Perception of Transportation Needs
- Prospectus & Unified Planning Work Program
- Planning Studies/Activities
- Contracts Funding Studies
- Generation, Analysis, & Evaluation of Alternatives
- Transportation Plan (with TSM Element & Long Range Element)
- Transportation Improvement Prgm. (with annual & Long Range Elements)
- Monitoring and Evaluation
- Project Implementation & Adverse Impact Alleviation
- MPO Endorsement
- UMTA & FHWA
- Funding
- Request for Planning Funds
- Regulations
- Iterative Cycle
priorities. The following simplified case illustrates how systematic planning was used to determine design characteristics and how this design was then fit into an overall financial and political framework.

The Case of Santa Fe, New Mexico

In 1977 the Mayor of Santa Fe, in response to community requests, appointed a Public Advisory Committee to undertake a needs-based transportation planning project process for the city. The results of the planning steps are summarized below.

Market Segmentation Analysis was conducted from analysis of census data and from surveys. Some of the major conclusions of this analysis were that:

- 14.7% of total households in Santa Fe do not own a car (as compared to a national average of 13%)

- In 7 of the 12 census tracts, more than 40% of the population is 18 years of age or younger; in half of the tracts, 15-30% are 60 years or older.

- 57% of the telephone survey respondents indicated a willingness to pay additional taxes to finance public transportation services.
7% of the telephone respondents indicated their household had a handicapped member. 62.5% indicated that the individual's disability caused severe transportation problems.

64% of the telephone survey respondents and 58% of the community rated public transportation at least of equal importance with other municipal services.

Personal interviews with leaders of community organizations revealed that:

- taxi service was inadequate in Santa Fe;

- there was a perceived need for public transportation, and the belief that citizens would support a transit system;

- there was opposition to a city-operated system; the dominant view was that service should be provided by a private operator with assistance from the city; and

- service for the elderly and handicapped should be the number one priority.

Assessment of Existing Services revealed that:

- taxis were the only means of transportation for the general public, and that from 1975 to 1978 the total number of cabs had decreased from 11 to 4.

- all other transportation services were restricted to specific clientele and were of limited size.
Analysis of Unmet Needs was conducted by placing the needs and preferences alongside the existing services. Given the low level of existing service, the planners were basically able to assume that all needs for public transportation were essentially unmet. Groups, which were especially disadvantaged by lack of services, were then designated as:

- low income residents;
- carless households;
- the elderly;
- the young; and
- the handicapped.

In addition, they noted the large percentage of local residents who believed Santa Fe needed a form of public transportation.

A system was then designed based on the previous planning steps. First, the Committee prioritized the transportation needs in order of importance. This basically involved local political concerns. The top five priorities were, in order, the handicapped, the disadvantaged, the carless, the elderly, and commuters.

With their priorities clear, the Committee began to consider specific alternatives which included:

- Fixed-Route Bus Service Service - a city-owned system available to the public at the standard fare.

User-Side Subsidy - fare discounts to specific groups using privately-owned shared-ride taxi services.

The fixed-route bus service would have been of little use to the top-priority handicapped segment because it was not door-to-door. Given the lack of a local taxi fleet to contract with for a user-subsidy program, the Committee selected Dial-A-Ride as its top priority.

However, the city chose the user-subsidy program because it was far easier to implement than buying a fleet of Dial-A-Ride vehicles. Administrative and financial investments were far less, and the proposed operating costs were similar. Lastly, to increase the number of taxis, the city recruited and contracted with a large taxi company to begin operations in Santa Fe under the new program.

Summary

Targeted design is a two-phase process. The planner must first design transportation systems based on local needs, existing systems, and cost effectiveness. At the same time, the political and fiscal environments must be continuously assessed to determine the feasibility of implementing the resulting proposals.
Neglecting either of these phases will lead to failure, while attention to both will not guarantee success. The complexity and difficulty of transportation management is clearly revealed by attempts to implement new services or alter existing ones. Illustration 6 shows how system planning is a continuous process which does not conclude just because an innovation is implemented.
Section 6. The Transportation Planning Cycle

1. UNMET NEED DETERMINATION
2. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
3. REALISTIC PROBABILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION
4. POLITICAL/FINANCIAL FACTORS
5. PRACTICAL/LOGISTIC CONSIDERATION
6. FEM MONITOR AND EVALUATION

The diagram illustrates the steps of the transportation planning cycle.
STUDENT REVIEW

1. Discuss several ways by which planners can gather data to learn the transportation needs of their cities and regions. Specify sources of data and the nature of information from each of these.

2. Construct a transit needs questionnaire which would indicate groups of students at your university that need regular transit service.

3. Using Figure 8, on the next page, calculate:
   a. annual ridership
   b. cost/vehicle mile
   c. cost/passenger
   d. cost/passenger if ridership increased to 50% of capacity

4. Compare the figures obtained from Question 3 with those calculated previously for the subscription bus service (See Figure 5, pg. 51): Why does the DRT service have lower ridership/capacity and higher costs/passenger?

5. Find an unmet transportation need or demand in your area and interview a person affected by it. Report your findings to the class and discuss possible services which could meet the need.
Figure 8: Hypothetical Data for a DRT Van with 2 Full-Time Drivers

ANNUAL COSTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>$31,874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>$3,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>$7,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>$1,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration and Dispatching</td>
<td>$20,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees &amp; Licenses</td>
<td>$240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operating Cost Without Capital</td>
<td>$65,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital (Vehicle)</td>
<td>$3,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$69,214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annual miles: 30,000
Avg. Occupancy per hour: 2.4
Capacity of Vehicle: 12
Hours of Operation per year: 3536
GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT REVIEW

1. a. Surveys can be administered to employers or to the general public to learn of the specific travel needs of individual groups or districts.
   b. Contact with the public agencies and community groups can reveal the travel needs of specific groups.
   c. Existing literature, such as studies and reports, can document problems and solutions for particular settings.

2. Guidelines should be established by the professor.

3. Annual Ridership: 8,486
   Cost/Vehicle Mile: $2.31
   Cost/Passenger: $8.16
   Cost/Passenger at 50% capacity: $3.26
4. The DRT service has a lower ridership/capacity and higher costs than a bus pool in part because in the DRT system:
   a. each passenger is picked up at an individual time and location
   b. each boarding requires time;
   c. the vehicle must follow a separate route for each passenger;
   d. the vehicle has its fixed costs divided by a far lower capacity; and
   e. the DRT system has high administrative costs associated with the scheduling and routing of the vehicle and management of fares.

5. To continue this discussion, discuss the political and financial feasibility of implementing the solutions proposed for particular needs. Would they be utilized and cost-effective, or would they be inefficient and costly?
FINANCING PARATRANSIT

The purposes of this section are:

- To familiarize students with the existing framework for financing paratransit operations.
- To acquaint students with the current state of financing for paratransit operations.

Research on the effectiveness and feasibility of paratransit systems has taken place almost exclusively through demonstration projects funded by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The problems and risks associated with implementation of new transit and paratransit systems on a private investment basis are considerable. Private taxi and bus franchises operate within rigid legal frameworks. Union and publicly-employed drivers are protected by federal laws against loss of their jobs. In addition, the capital, maintenance, and operating expenses of vehicle fleets require large investments with no guarantee of payback.
Start-Up Costs

The federal government continues to finance research and demonstration projects. Such grants are of two types, planning and implementation. Funds for planning are generally used to determine characteristics and sizes of potential rider groups in areas or regions, and to recommend which systems and modes should be introduced. Funds for implementing systems are designated for the purchase of vehicles, where recommended and approved, and the costs of operation for a limited time. Funding for the continued operation of systems is generally contingent on the initial success of the project and on government spending priorities.

Many systems have succeeded on their own beyond the period of federal funding either in whole or in part. The Pittsburgh ACCESS program, for example, continues to operate under contract from the city in the management and coordination of social service and demand-responsive riders. In general, however, paratransit systems are new enough that their ultimate role and economic feasibility cannot yet be fully defined.

Outside Financing

The unique role of paratransit in providing individualized and economic "trip-demand" service makes it possible to find alternative sources of financing. This has been demonstrated by the number of companies that have
decided to purchase vehicles for use by employee pooling groups. The savings in parking lot construction and maintenance, as well as the improved regularity of workers arriving at and departing from work, offer convincing arguments. Employers can also help offset the costs of ridesharing feasibility studies by permitting and assisting agencies to survey workers.

Vans and Bus Pools

Coordination and facilitation of ridesharing and pooling is one means of providing low-cost paratransit services. Vans and bus pools are commonly sponsored by third parties, often public transit agencies. The employer or sponsoring agency can lease the vehicle or purchase it outright, and, in turn, lease it to a group of commuters either directly or through a broker. Fares are set so as to cover all costs, including depreciation and insurance. Van pools, in particular, are one of the most cost-effective methods of commuting, particularly for long distances. A recent Congressional Budget Office study estimated that the average cost per passenger for a 10-mile, one-way commuting trip in a metropolitan area is 5.7 cents for a ten-member van pool, as compared to 23.1 cents for a bus.

The two financial profiles that follow illustrate two types of van pool operations. In Norfolk, the target commuter population was estimated at 86,000, all working at
the U.S. Naval Base. In Golden Gate, the commuter work-force was estimated at 140,000, all working at various locations in San Francisco, but all traveling along a targeted northern corridor. The Norfolk project purchased and operated the van service. In both cases, initial financing came from the Urban Mass Transit Administration.

(See Figure 9)

In addition to financing and managing paratransit services, which involves the purchase or leasing of vehicles, transit agencies can act to promote and coordinate ridesharing and pooling for local employers. The promotion of vanpools programs by major employers is increasing nationwide as its benefits are becoming better understood and the efforts of transit agencies are one of the causes.

User-Side Subsidies

User-side subsidies are discounted ride tickets provided to targeted groups for the purchase of transportation services.

Since 1976 user-side subsidies have entered into the economics of transit and paratransit services. When used in conjunction with a public transit system, such a strategy
Figure 9. Budget Breakdowns of Two Demonstrations Vanpool Projects (1978)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Norfolk</th>
<th>Golden Gate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIRECT LABOR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Managerial</td>
<td>$ 73,000</td>
<td>$ 133,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>$ 11,000</td>
<td>$ 52,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$ 84,000</td>
<td>$ 185,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERHEAD, BENEFITS,</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADMINISTRATIVE, &amp; TRAVEL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Benefits</td>
<td>$ 8,000</td>
<td>$ 74,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>26,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Administrative Costs</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>73,500 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$ 28,000</td>
<td>$ 184,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUBCONTRACTS AND OTHER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIRECT COSTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant Service</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>$ 36,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>$ 20,350</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Cost of Operation</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Project Costs</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingencies</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$ 50,350</td>
<td>$ 46,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAPITAL COSTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vans</td>
<td>$ 327,650 (2)</td>
<td>$ 321,800 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>$ 327,650</td>
<td>$ 321,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROJECT COST</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMD Grant</td>
<td>$ 490,000</td>
<td>$ 738,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$ 490,000</td>
<td>$ 738,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Includes marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Purchase of 50 Dodge 300, 12 passenger vans, bench seats, @ $6,553 each</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Purchase of 35 Plymouth Voyager vans: 18 with bench seats, 17 with reclining seats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tends to increase the numbers of riders using the system for which the subsidies are designated. This has had positive effects in that it acts to lower system deficits by moving more money through the system.

In reality, many user-subsidy programs are run by the government but the specialized service is provided by private operators such as taxi companies. The transit agency acts as a broker and contracts with these companies to accept the ride tickets and submit them for reimbursement. In this way the agencies cost is limited to the actual cost of the subsidies plus administration.

User-side subsidies are financed by local, state, and federal taxes, and by state lotteries. The use of user-side subsidies represents a means whereby targeted segments of local populations are given the opportunity to take advantage of existing systems, both public and private. Common recipients of these subsidies include the elderly, the disabled, and low-income groups. With these subsidies, the designated user groups are better able to travel and transportation providers realize increased ridership.
Summary

Financing paratransit operations varies with the type of system to be funded and with local, state, and federal funding priorities. Involving the private sector as service providers can reduce capital costs, while involving major employers in vanpool programs can cost very little. User-side subsidies are another means of providing targeted services without developing entire new systems.
MARKETING PARATRANSIT

The purposes of this section are:

- To make the student aware of the critical role which marketing plays in modern transportation.

- To familiarize the student with the basic elements of transportation marketing.

Active and ongoing promotion is necessary for any new product or service. Suppliers generally do this through advertising and public relations. A promotion is designed to highlight the benefits of a product or service so that the general public is influenced to consider what is being promoted in terms of their own lives. Whether we fear bad breath or are bullish on America, we are all influenced by advertising. Transit and paratransit services represent choices, and, as such, need to be visible and promoted.

Visibility of Systems

Commuters, as well as the general public, are flooded everyday with the sight of passing vehicles. Paratransit vehicles must operate within this flow and for the most part blend into the myriad of colors and shapes. In
recent years, however, minibuses with the words DIAL-A-RIDE boldly printed on all sides have begun to appear as singular items in the otherwise indistinguishable lines of vehicles. Similarly, special purpose vehicles for the handicapped can be made to carry a message. The same holds true for commuter vans and buses.

This element of visibility is an important form of ongoing promotion for paratransit. A commuter sitting alone in an automobile in a stalled line of traffic cannot help but think of pooling when a distinctive van or subscription bus filled with happy people passes by in a "high-occupancy vehicle" (HOV) lane. Likewise, the harried shopper, angered by the slowness of a checkout line and worried by the expired parking meter two blocks away, must stop and think when a DIAL-A-RIDE minibus pulls up and a rider casually climbs aboard.

User Input in Planning

The idea of systems selling themselves is not enough. Nor is it possible to design a promotional campaign to save a system which was poorly planned and does not provide needed services. What is necessary is to start system planning with an integrated view of the product (service), price, and promotion which will be provided.

Because paratransit systems require the commitment and cooperation of specific user groups, a plan to locate and
recruit these groups is essential. Much can be done to attain these objectives during the initial planning. The direct involvement of people in an enterprise is a proven technique in gaining support. Such involvement begins with conducting surveys and meeting with groups.

The involvement of local people in analyzing the transportation needs of their neighborhoods can go a long way in ensuring interest. Follow-up reports to them on the results of planning efforts is another element of this strategy. Community groups and leaders should also be included in the design and implementation stages. They can often provide information that planners "from other parts of town" would not otherwise know about. The importance of local input should not be underestimated since cooperation and participation at the local level is the foundation of system success.

Planning a Marketing Strategy

Marketing strategy should begin during the first stages of paratransit planning. Market segmentation analysis provides insights into the needs and preferences of the general population as well as specific segments and clusters. Analysis of existing services reveals which systems have adequate ridership and which suffer from unused capacity.
Making the System Known

Strategic planning and design should lead to the selection of the best mode for targeted rider groups, but, again, products do not sell themselves. No matter how appropriate a system may be, its existence and benefits must be made known to the public. Since paratransit services are aimed at individual segments, advertising of the services should be done directly to the segments and should highlight the service benefits.

An example of this would be the announcement of a special shopper's minibus from a particular housing development. It would be distributed at the housing development and clearly state the times of service, location of pick-up points, and fares. The promotion would highlight convenience, reliability, and courteous service. It might also remind people that their input was responsible for the existence of the service.

Ridership data which is generated from the assessment of existing services provides useful information for marketing. Analysis of why some systems enjoy a sustained ridership can reveal strategies for developing or increasing ridership for other services.
**Destination is a Key**

The nature of transportation is that it is a means of getting people to and from desired locations. That is to say, it is not an end in itself. Although this may seem obvious, it is an important concept in marketing of services. Because a new bus is fast and streamlined, and offers half-priced fares, people will not ride it if it does not go where they want to go. **Destination is a prime determinant of ridership, so destination should be the basis of the marketing message.** Similarly, system maps should be clearly written and easily obtainable.

**Marketing Ridesharing**

In general, pooling results in people arriving to work on time regularly, and it is significantly less expensive for a rider than driving alone. Because of its desirability to workers, pooling services are now promoted as an employee benefit. From a company standpoint, the use of vans to carry as many as twelve people to and from work can eliminate the need for much of the parking space that was believed essential ten years ago. This results in considerable capital savings in construction and maintenance which more than justifies the purchase of vehicles.

The benefits of pooling and ridesharing are well documented, yet organizing and implementing such paratransit systems can be difficult. The cooperation of
employers is essential to these types of operations because the place of employment is the primary common characteristic of potential users. Marketing ridersharing to employers and employees is an evolving job for planners, managers, and brokers. Many successful vanpools exist today, and this trend will continue partly because they do benefit employers as well as employees. Many larger companies subsidize vanpools by purchasing or assisting in the purchase of vehicles.

Ridesharing is only one type of paratransit and, in many ways, the simplest to implement and promote (see Figure 10). It has a direct and immediate influence on reducing traffic and can be a convincing alternative for solo-driving commuters. Promotions for pooling and ridesharing are often done through radio and t.v. spots, on billboards, in newspapers, and directly through places of employment. Some cities have set up ridesharing hot lines and computerized ride and rider matching services. As with all aspects of managing paratransit services, marketing requires imagination and an understanding of the community.

Sustaining Ridership

Sustained ridership will depend on maintenance of the quality of service and on continued promotion. It is important to note that promises made in advertising material must be followed up by service that matches these. Ongoing evaluation will help determine which
Figure 10. Sample Ridesharing Promotional Brochure.

We're "Share a Ride", and the $575 is approximately what you can save if you don't drive your own car to work alone everyday.

Now, before you go stiff in your chair over the thought of not having your very own car sitting out there in the Company parking lot all day everyday, consider some of the advantages of sharing a ride to work.

You're going to save a lot of money... real, spendable, tax free income just because not driving will cost you less.

Depending on the car you're driving, you may save a little more or a little less than our $575. If you're driving a '39 Volks powered by a rubber band, chances are you've beat the system. If you're fooling to work in a '78 Mercedes 450 SEL, we're about to save you a bundle.

Most days you'll be driven to work, and that's easier on you. Parking gets easier because there are fewer cars on the lot.

If you're a one car household, leaving the car at home will help others in your family get around.

And Share a Ride is a neat way to meet some new folks.

strategies work and which do not.

In addition to standard advertising strategies, several uniquely transit-oriented techniques can be adopted. Off-peak fares, discount ride promotions, and similar inducements have worked well in increasing ridership for both transit and paratransit systems. The involvement of business can also be used to promote a system by their granting price discounts to regular system users.

Reduced-fare monthly passes have been proven to encourage system use not only for commuters but also for the general public. In Westport, Connecticut, it was learned that the use of more efficient vehicles led to reduced operating costs. These savings could more than compensate for the costs of discounted monthly and family fares. Such fare inducements led to increased ridership which further enhanced the economic performance of their Maxitaxi and minibus systems.

Summary

Marketing paratransit services begins in the planning phase where an integrated combination of product (service), price, and promotion must be designed. The input of local people and potential service users is a critical element in this process. To succeed, paratransit systems must be used which requires that potential riders know the systems and have confidence in the quality and utility of the services.
MANAGEMENT OF PARATRANSPORT

The purposes of this section are:

- To familiarize students with management tasks associated with paratransit.
- To describe several types of management structures.
- To discuss the concept of brokerage and illustrate its use in paratransit management.

Typically, planners, engineers, managers, and operators have each controlled specific tasks in the overall design and operation of transit systems. By the 1970s, however, the need for coordinated planning and operations became a focal point in the field of urban mass transportation. In the effort to redevelop urban and regional transportation systems, it was discovered that there was a notable lack of expertise in coordinated planning and management.

Just as local characteristics, needs, and conditions determine system designs, they also influence management structures. A city of fifty thousand would obviously have a smaller and less complex organization than a city of
two-hundred thousand. Larger cities or regions may contain several fixed-route systems along with a number of bus, van, and taxi services. Managing these systems as an effective network is the job that confronts today's transportation professionals, and it must be understood that local fiscal and operational environments will determine the size and organization of individual management structures.

**General Concepts of Paratransit Management**

Coordinators of paratransit systems have generally been people with special interests in a particular area. Since the development of paratransit is relatively new, there are virtually as many management models as there are pilot program experiences. Nevertheless, the need for versatility and self-motivation in managers has been proven in all cases.

The cooperation and participation of the public is the basis for all paratransit operations. Ridesharing and pooling operations require than people make the choice to participate and to remain active. Similarly, the choice to use other paratransit services, such as downtown dial-a-ride minibus, often requires that riders actively decide to leave the car at home. In terms of management, this translates into aggressive marketing and good community relations.
Ongoing evaluation is another key to sound management. This necessitates the monitoring of both quantitative and qualitative elements of the overall system. The mechanisms for evaluation are set in motion during the initial planning stages. The user surveys and computations of performance factors serve as the means of monitoring the systems. A systematic updating of this data should provide the information needed to assess system operations.

Structure

Paratransit operations can be integrated into a mass transit structure or managed as a separate body. In either situation, the management and operations staff will be determined by the size and scope of the operations.

The two examples that follow represent two basic types of paratransit systems, one in which the agency leases vehicles to outside operators, the other in which the agency directly operates vehicles (see Figure 11). These examples, TTDC of Norfolk and Golden Gate were used in the previous section to illustrate financing. The effects of the management structure on the financial needs of an agency can be seen by referring back to the profiles of these two systems. The information about these systems is taken from Comparison of Organization and Operational Aspects of Four Vanpool Demonstration Projects (UMTA, 1979).
Figure 11. Comparison of Norfolk and Golden Gate Vanpool Systems Structure.

Norfolk

Tidewater Transportation District Commission (TIDC)

Norfolk Vanpool Program:
- two full-time managers
- one half-time clerical

Management of:
- finances
- vehicle maintenance

Leases Vehicles to Employees

Matching Program of Marketing and Promotion

Employer U.S. Naval Base

Computer Operated Vanpools

Golden Gate

Golden Gate District

Special Project Office:
- one half-time administrator

Vanpool Project
- five full-time personnel
- two part-time personnel

Management of:
- vehicle fleet administration
- drivers
- vehicle maintenance
- finances
- marketing and promotion

Agency Operated Vanpools

Norfolk

The Tidewater Transportation District Commission (TTDC) directly manages the Norfolk vanpool program. TTDC purchases vans and leases them to qualified employees of the U.S. Navy. TTDC is also responsible for overall financial management, vehicle maintenance, and general marketing and promotion.

The U.S. Navy supports vanpool projects by conducting matching programs and marketing efforts at the level of the individual commands, which may contain from 20 to 11,000 personnel.

The vanpool program staff at the Tidewater Transportation District Commission is composed of two full-time and one half-time employee:

- **Project Manager** - responsible for overall implementation and management of the program.

- **Transportation Services Representative** - responsible for managing the marketing campaigns with the Navy, working with the Navy commands on matching programs, and coordinating with drivers on administrative and operational matters.

- **Clerical Person (half-time)** - provides clerical support to the program and records monthly operations data from vanpools.
The vanpool staff reports directly to the Service Development Manager who is one of 3 managers reporting to the Executive Director of TTDC. The vanpool program draws upon the resources of other TTDC divisions, such as Finance and Operations, as required.

Golden Gate
The Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District directly manages the vanpool program. Its activities include financial management, vehicle maintenance, general marketing and promotion, and matching of pool groups. It also employs professionals in the field to serve on a Technical Advisory Committee.

The vanpool project staff at Golden Gate District is part of the Special Projects Office. The head of this office, the Special Administrator, devotes about half his time to the vanpool project and reports to the District Manager. There are five additional full-time positions and two temporary employees on the staff:

- **Vanpool Developer/Project Administrator** - responsible for overall administration and project activities for the vanpool program.

- **Fleet Administrator/Pool Coordinator** - responsible for fleet administration and pool organization. Oversees and assists driver coordinators. Supervises Vanpool Project Assistant and Vanpool Coordinator.
• **Vanpool Project Assistant** - under direct supervision performs support work in fleet administration, bookkeeping, and data collection.

Assistant Pool Coordinator - under general supervision is responsible for matching applicants, qualifying drivers, coordinating organization of pool groups and data collection.

• **Vanpool Data Collection Clerk** - responsible for maintaining van insurance coverage and billing, organizes and coordinates Defensive Driver Training Courses, and provides clerical support.

• **Vanpool Aide (full-time)** - responsible for promotion and marketing of the vanpool program.

• **Administrative Assistant (part-time)** - responsible for the coordination of the various Ridesharing Programs.

Both TTDC and Golden Gate represent commuter vanpool operations only. The structure of a comprehensive multimodal paratransit system will be described and illustrated after the following discussion of transportation brokerage.
Brokerage

Management of paratransit is handled within public or private agencies often by individuals who act as brokers. A brokerage operation is one in which a middleperson (the broker) analyzes demand and negotiates with providers to supply services to specified groups or districts. The broker usually has no capital investment in vehicles and acts as a consultant to organize riders, resolve barriers, set up contracts, and manage financial arrangements in order that service be provided.

Brokerage provides a way to match existing services with designated transportation needs. The brokerage concept seems especially effective because it can provide services outside governmental and political structures. Because of this, brokers are generally free to operate quickly in response to changes.

Some local governments have found it operationally and financially more efficient to broker services or segments of services. The costs of training new personnel along with capital expenses and the maintenance of vehicles can impose increased tax burdens on areas whereas a private operator already has management structures and maintenance facilities in place.

The following is a summary of the Westport Connecticut Integrated Transit System Final Report (UMTA, 1979). It is
intended to demonstrate both the potential scope of paratransit operations as well as the use of brokerage in managing such systems. Figure 12 presents a detailed breakdown of individual operational activities.

Westport Demonstration Project

The Westport Demonstration was based on a major brokerage role played by the Westport Transit District (WTD) supported by a number of contractual relationships between WTD and the private sector. The major elements of the operational structure were the management company, the control center, the information center, and system support contracts in the areas of marketing and maintenance (see Figure 12).

This structure enabled the WTD to provide regular and supplemental fixed-route services, shared ride taxi service, and special market services to local residents. The structure also provided a foundation for developing expanded brokerage services to meet the needs of local businesses, downtown merchants, and special groups.

All demonstrations were provided by an integrated vehicle fleet containing the original Minnybus and Coach vehicles, and 11 vans purchased through the Demonstration Grant.
Figure 12. Structure of Westport Demonstration Plan.

Management Company

The demonstration involved the WTD inviting the two local taxi operators to form a management company to provide the new paratransit services under contract with the Transit District. The formation of this private entity was an attempt of the WTD to integrate the valuable components of taxi structure and operations which include taxi-type door-to-door service, dispatching capability, administrative experience, and the operations' familiarity with the local community's geography and infrastructure.

The management company's contract responsibilities included provision of personnel, and supervisory and management functions for the following system elements:

- Paratransit services including shared-ride taxi, special market services, subscription service, and small-goods delivery.

- Specified supplementary fixed-route services.

- Control center and dispatching duties for the above named services, as well as for all fixed-route services provided directly by the WTD.

Hiring, payroll, and other personnel activities necessary to perform these functions were the sole responsibility of the management contractor.
Control Center

A base of operations was necessary to house the management company and provide an operational nucleus for all communications, dispatching, and fleet deployment activities. Control center space and equipment were provided directly by the WTD, while responsibility for the staffing and supervision was contracted to the management company.

Specific services controlled through the Center included:

- Regular fixed-route bus services, both daytime and commuter (operated by the WTD).
- Supplementary fixed-route services (operated by the WTD and the private contractor).
- Paratransit services including shared-ride taxi, special markets service, subscription service, and small-goods delivery (operated by private contractor).

The Center also planned to handle additional transportation services in the community (rent-a-car, limousine, premium ride taxi) in the event the WTD was successful in integrating other services through its brokerage role.
Information Center

The next system element was an interface between the service operations and the public. The Center's function was to provide comprehensive information on all transit and paratransit services in Westport as well as premium-ride taxi, regional bus service, commuter rail services, and rent-a-car service.

Support System Contracts

Marketing and maintenance activities were carried out through contractual arrangements with outside professionals. The marketing program provided by the contracted firm stressed the comprehensiveness of the Westport system and the integrated nature of the services. The program included direct mailings, radio and television advertising, and information displays.

The maintenance contract covered the general management of the vehicles, fuel and vehicle storage, and vehicle repairs. The contract was with a local school bus contractor whose garage was conveniently located near downtown Westport. Since this facility already had the personnel and equipment to handle maintenance operations, the costs to WTD were significantly lower than they would have been if personnel were hired and equipment and facilities purchased or leased.
Summary

The evolving role of a transportation manager is one which included community contact and coordination along with technical and engineering expertise. Because characteristics and needs are unique to individual locales, management structures must be flexible. Transportation brokerage is a developing enterprise which offers new opportunities to both regional systems and individuals.
OVERALL SUMMARY OF PARATRANSIT MODULE

Paratransit is an approach to transportation which utilizes vehicles on a continuum between the solo-driven private automobile and fixed-route bus and rail systems. It is a modern concept (though ideas such as ridesharing are as old as transportation itself) which is aimed at low-cost needs-based systems. Paratransit operations focus on utilizing existing resources in innovative ways that address specific needs and preferences of specified user segments.

Paratransit systems can use a variety of modes and vehicle types in providing services. Such systems are often demand-responsive in that direct door-to-door transportation is available to riders. This type of service is especially effective for elderly and handicapped users. The utilization of private taxi and van services has helped sponsors virtually eliminate the capital costs and reduce the operating costs of demand-responsive systems.

A second major area of paratransit focus has been in coordinating ridesharing and pooling services. Much of this effort involves identifying and working with large employers since the workplace offers easy access to large numbers of users. Lastly, paratransit has been used to
provide feeder lines for fixed-route bus and rail systems.

The planning process for paratransit systems can be broken down into four steps: 1) market segmentation analysis; 2) assessment of existing services; 3) analysis of unmet needs, and 4) targeted design. This process identified market segments according to user needs and characteristics, then breaks down the segments into subgroups called clusters. Existing services are evaluated to determine whether unserved needs can be met by such services or whether new systems are required.

New systems are designed according to the specific sizes and needs of targeted unserved groups. Implementing new systems can be a difficult task for planners, however, as local political and financial considerations often take precedence over the best recommendations of transportation planners. It is for this reason, that the involvement of local people and community leaders in the planning process is so critical.

Financial and management structures of paratransit systems are determined within the context of the size and scope of proposed operations. Management and operational costs will depend on the size of the agency staff and whether the purchase and operation of vehicles are required. Management structure will also depend on whether operations will be handled within or outside the mass transit agency.
Marketing is a principal tool for establishing and maintaining ridership for systems. A strategy for marketing should begin during the planning stages by involving local people and community groups in the needs assessment. Participation by the public is essential to the success of paratransit operations.

Paratransit represents a new option for transportation planners. Since the beginning of demonstration projects in 1974 under the Office of Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD), a subdivision of the Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA), a number of attempts have been made to increase mobility and reduce auto traffic congestion through the use of cost-effective and easily implemented systems. The results of these demonstration projects are available from UMTA (see Bibliography, Appendix A). In this module an attempt was made to consolidate the major concepts and conclusions derived from the project reports. The information in this module the first steps in the evolution of modern paratransit in America.
STUDENT REVIEW AND INVESTIGATIONS

1. Why might a private corporation be persuaded to purchase a fleet of vans for a ridersharing program for its employees, and how could these costs be recovered by the corporation.

2. a. What are user-side subsidies?
   b. Discuss the use of these subsidies and the effects (positive and negative) that they might have on a region's transit network.

3. Describe the brokerage function and its applications to paratransit management.

4. How can initial planning activities be used as a marketing strategy for paratransit systems, and why might this be an effective technique?

5. How can the information gained from assessing existing systems be used to help in marketing them?

6. Interview someone who utilizes a carpool or vanpool. Discuss the costs and benefits of the arrangement and how the group handles the radio, smoking, unscheduled stops, and lateness. Report to the class and discuss.
GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT REVIEW

1. The amount of necessary parking space is significantly reduced, leaving more land for productive use, and studies have shown that employees arrive at work on time more regularly. Costs can be recovered through tax deductions for depreciation and investments in parking lot construction and maintenance; and through greater productivity due to more regular starting and finishing times of employees.

2. a. User side subsidies consist of discounted ride tickets used most commonly by special needs groups such as the elderly and the handicapped.

   b. Common reasons given include:

   Positive: More people use public and commercial carriers, special needs groups become more mobile; more money moves through transit systems. Private operators can also prosper while helping meet public needs cost-effectively.

   Negative: Political posturing stemming from debates over who gets the subsidies; objections by carriers who do not benefit; debate over how to finance.

3. See page 90.
4. Initial market segmentation analysis reveals what services are desired and what system characteristics are foremost in people's decisions to choose a particular system. This also aids in the planning of system promotion.

5. It can provide the economic and environmental data, cost per passenger mile, fuel consumption, air quality, and other factors that demonstrate the utility of public systems over private auto use. It can also identify systems or time periods of system operations which can benefit from fare changes.
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